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1: The use and abuse of the media Sam Smith
Sam Smith's Great American Political Repair Manual [Sam Smith] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. How to rebuild our country so its politics aren't broken and its politicians aren't fixed. Neither right nor
left but ahead is the only political course for maverick journalist Sam Smith in this entertaining.

PR Dude "We Are Not Alone" Choose to read up on the crap that seems like opinion blogs but in many cases
is knowledge passed subtly from a source to someone with an eagle eye. Those are the times we live in. Sam
Smith, writer, activist and social critic at the forefront of political ideas since the 50s, is a soft-spoken
award-winning alternative journalist. As some of you who have been following my stuff on HuffPo and
Laermer. He said once -- it struck me -- that changes in individual control have affected our ability to succeed.
Imagine Orson Welles working with David Geffen? Morgan standing still for a photo op with George Bush?
Eleanor Roosevelt going on Saturday Night Live to boost her numbers! Once a reward of success meant YOU
got to make rules. Today all rules are given you via conference call with your manager, agent, and lawyer.
Smith sees the need for counter cultures, but he sees the younger generation not being taught how to really
move. We lack the emotional side. We have no rebellion. Yet what would it be like if we all looked up one
day and said: It might make us more apt to question everything around us. Whatever happened to reading? We
read whatever people hand us or glop onto us via IM -- we skim from the top. Wow, gaze at how much
information is there for the taking, so much of it is now online courtesy, yep, books. Free for those who are
alert and have a decent broadband connection. Any true media junkie -- which I assume everyone reading this
is -- must obsessively keep up with the daily newspaper and weekly magazine world, particularly since so
many of them are seeing their days numbered. As Jefferson remarked once in a moment of wistfulness: Every
now and then remove your eyes from your iTouch. Read Letters to the Editor the original user-generated
content! Pour through those stacks of fire hazard The Weeks and get them inside you. Fundamental, indeed,
but it sure makes you a better catch at parties.
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Sam Smith 23 Ratings Â· 1 Review "Neither right nor left but ahead" is the only political course for maverick journalist
Sam Smith in this entertaining, myth-busting guide to a new American crossover politics.

We must ignore the role the media has prescribed for us-audience, consumer, addict-and treat it much as the
trout treats a stream, a medium in which to swim and not to drown. The trick is to stop the media from
happening to you and to treat it as an environment, a carrier. Then you can cease being a consumer or a victim
and become a hunter and a gatherer, foraging for signs that are good and messages that are important and data
you can use. Then the zapper and the mouse become tools and weapons and not addictions. Then you turn off
the TV not because it is evil but because you have gotten whatever it has to offer and now must look
somewhere else. Fly under the radar There is a vast and frequent exchange of information and thoughts flying
beneath the radar of conventional media. For example, a strong and vital community will have a powerful
information flow. In some ways the Internet simply replicates the transmission of data in a healthy
community. Information is sent out in many different directions with a redundancy and inefficiency that assure
an efficient result: The data will actually be received. News may be transferred at church, at the barbershop,
between extended family members, or on the corner. The more casual conversation there is in a culture, the
more news can be transmitted. As a general rule, the more people your message reaches, the less impact it will
have on each one. There are several reasons for this: In effect you will have to destroy some of what you are
trying to transmit. Those involved in political campaigns and lobbying understand such phenomena with scary
precision. They call it narrowcasting. Someone is narrowcasting to you all the time-from the ads in your
hobby or sports magazine to direct mail that comes to your house every day. Mail campaigns can be tailored
for specific ethnic or geographical groups in a way a TV ad never could. There are even elaborate propaganda
factories designing pseudo-grassroots-or AstroTurf-campaigns to pressure members of Congress with
carefully orchestrated "personal" phone calls. For those seeking alternatives to the mass media, the Internet is
the most phenomenal new medium of our times. The political and social potential of the Internet has largely
been an act of individual discovery by millions of individuals, thousands of organizations, and a relatively few
imaginative theorists and dreamers. The conventional media and politicians have also expressed great interest
and concern, but as in so many matters, their interest and that of the public are far apart. Thus there has been
considerable political and media angst concerning sex on the Internet, although on the Net itself users of all
sorts have taken the existence of sex quite in stride. The real concerns about the Net reflect less a worry over
morals than a fear of competition. While both conventional and cable television posed commercial threats to
the print media, the Internet does even more: There is of course considerable potential for individual users or
the government to spread false information. Unlike swastikas on the wall, hate mail, obscene phone calls, or
White House spin for that matter, the lie often does not fester long before it is revealed as such by other users.
The truth may be only a few hours or messages away. The effect is often like being able to read in your
morning paper letters complaining about articles in the same issue. Their interest in censorship is part of a
larger effort to control access to, and use of, the Net. To stay abreast of issues concerning the Net, follow
information in non conglomerated computer publications or on the Web sites of computer information
freedom groups. In other words, trust your mouse and not the Mouse. Stop saying so, and get your kid to
explain it to you. Or take a course. Instead of saying things like "Well, the Internet is just for the elite,"
demand that your library, schools, and other public facilities provide terminals and training. The success of the
Net as a democratic catalyst will depend in no small part on the principle of computer access as a human right.
Oppose all attempts to privatize public information by contracting out archives to corporations. There will be
plenty. The same rules apply as in any healthy community. These include not boring other people to death, not
screaming, and letting others have their say. And if someone abuses the community by, say, using ethnic
epithets, we should handle the problem within the community and not resort to the FBI or congressional
legislation. We can have fun, provide and find information, and help one another without anyone being in
charge. Borrow this lesson from the Internet, and apply it in your own community. Get a Web site. Change
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your media habits-regularly. We all fall into habits of reading and watching. Shake them up periodically. Drop
the subscription to that magazine you hardly read anymore, and replace it with a cheap introductory offer to
something new. If you live in a city, visit the best newsstand in town, and spend some time browsing through
the publications there. If you find one you like, buy it and subscribe. Look at one new TV program a week.
Hang out in bookstores. Check out public access television. Write a letter to an editor. Editors get far fewer
letters than you might think. Some have even been known to write their own. Keep yours short; a few
paragraphs are enough. Localize a national issue-i. And sign just one name to it. Editors look at multiple
signatures as a form of gang assault. Road the jump page. The president gets 40, to 60, letters a week and
about 10, e-mail messages and will read about 10 or But the president and his staff have a good idea of how
these letters are going. Add yours to the pile. E-mail is an easy way of doing it these days. When Congress
was talking about legislation to spy on electronic transmissions, the cybercommunity produced over 40, names
on an email petition opposing this move. When President Clinton was presented with a bill mandating major
wilderness timber cutting, he received 13, e-mails and 8, phone calls-along with pieces of wood. Even the
president only receives about 2, calls a day on his comment line. Senators and city council members get far
fewer. A good time to schedule calls to a politician is during lunch. There are fewer people in the office, so a
handful of calls may seem like a lot. The pros figure that each call to a Congress member represents the views
of to voters. This makes us more suspicious of one another and denies us the knowledge that casual contact
can bring. Call a talk show. If you notice the host giving out the station number more frequently than usual, it
may be because business is slow. Some times of day are easier to get on than others. If a representative of your
group is going to be on, make sure members of the group call to ask friendly questions. Watch historical
documentaries on cable, or read a book about the past. Take something that interests you, such as a hobby or
an event, and find out its history. The prime rule of public relations is to do it right the first time: Get your
own act together before telling others about it. Use a fax machine. Fax machines that will semi-automatically
broadcast to over locations are now available. Computer fax programs will handle many times more. This
means your group can fax to the most important locations in town the mayor, council, media, other groups on
a regular basis. You can reach even more with a fax tree: Keep the fax short and punchy. Remember, scissors
cut paper, and frequency beats length. Stop worrying about it. Go where the people are: According to the
Radio Advertising Bureau, "Americans average about three hours of radio listening per day. Two out of three
Americans are listening to the radio during prime time and radio is the first morning news source for most
people. Tony Schwartz, a guru in guerrilla media circles, says that the protest movements of the sixties would
have been far more successful if they had put more of their money into radio and less into marches and
demonstrations. Schwartz is a strong advocate of well-produced radio spots. He knows they work. When the
city council was considering a bill to which he was opposed, for example, Schwartz made two professionally
produced spot announcements. One of the spots praised the council members for voting down the bill. The
other excoriated them for approving it.
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Occupation Journalist, political activist Sam Smith born is an American journalist and political activist who
was an early pioneer in alternative media. He was also involved in the establishment of the Green Party of the
United States. Several times a week, Smith publishes an email news digest, Undernews. He grew up in
Philadelphia where he was educated in Quaker schools. Smith attended Harvard University , where he became
news director of the college radio station and was a drummer on the college dance circuit. He graduated in and
went to work in radio news in Washington. After three years service as an officer, he returned to Washington
and started an alternative monthly, The Idler. At the time there were only a handful of such journals being
published. In , Smith, then working again in radio, was offered a job as assistant to James Reston , Washington
correspondent of The New York Times and later a position at the Washington Post , but he turned them down,
preferring to pursue alternative journalism. After his article on the action appeared, Smith was visited by the
local chair of SNCC who was seeking help with public relations. Thus began a long relationship with Marion
Barry , who later became mayor of the city. Smith also became a vociferous advocate of statehood for the
District of Columbia. In , the paper was renamed the DC Gazette and became a citywide alternative
newspaper. Colonial Life in Modern Washington. In , the Gazette was renamed Progressive Review and
evolved into a bimonthly format. Because of his opposition to Clinton and his work at reforming the liberal
mainstay, Americans for Democratic Action , he was purged as a vice president of the organization. He then
turned his energies to helping create a national Green Party and his home was an occasional gathering spot for
Green organizers up until the founding of the party on November 17, In subsequent years, Smith found he
was banned from the local NPR station as well as listed on de facto blacklists at C-SPAN and the Washington
Post for what he believes was too aggressively pursuing the Clinton scandals. In , Smith started sending out
email updates. The following year, he launched a website, prorev. His fourth book, Why Bother? Getting a
Life in Locked Down Land appeared in In its current form, Undernews consists of an entertaining and
idiosyncratic selection of news excerpts from a wide variety of sources together with pithy commentaries by
Smith himself.
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Sam Smith's Great American Political Repair Manual by Smith, Sam available in Trade Paperback on
www.enganchecubano.com, also read synopsis and reviews. How to rebuild our country so its politics aren't broken and
its politicians aren't fixed.

6: Sam Smith's Great American Political Repair Manual by Sam Smith
"Neither right nor left but ahead" is the only political course for maverick journalist Sam Smith in this entertaining,
myth-busting guide to a new American crossover politics.

7: Sam Smith (journalist) - Wikipedia
Droll, no-nonsense prescriptions for the body politic, by the editor of the Progressive Review. Smith (Shadows of Hope:
A Freethinkers Guide to Politics in the Time of Clinton, ) offers numbers of specific, hands-on ideas for citizens intent not
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8: Sam Smith's Great American Political Repair Manual : Sam Smith :
We are now in one of those periods in which everything seems weighted against the interests of the ordinary human
being, contends Smith, citing a recent poll in which only 2% of U.S. residents res.
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Sam Smith's great American political repair manual: how to rebuild our country so the politics aren't broken and
politicians aren't fixed.. [Sam Smith] -- Neither right nor left but ahead is the only political course for maverick journalist
Sam Smith in this entertaining, myth-busting guide to a new American crossover politics.
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